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CHAPTER TWELVE 


THEODORE ROOSEVELT AND HIS TIME
GOVENOR OP NEW YORK—SECOND YEAR 

Roosevelt’s second year as Governor opened with the fiercest fight that he had yet had with Senator Platt. It arose out of a difference of opinion between the two concerning the reappointment of an official, Payn, who was one of the most devoted of Platt's followers, a county boss in the Platt machine, and a thoroughgoing old-time spoils politician. He had held the office of Superintendent of Insurance for several years and his conduct in its administration, as shown by investigations, which the Governor had instituted, was far from being what it should have been. His term was about to expire and the Governor announced in advance of the meeting of the Legislature in January, 1900, his determination not to reappoint him. Platt at once issued an ultimatum to Roosevelt that he must be reappointed or he would fight the Governor, saying that the incumbent would remain in office anyway, since under the Constitution he could only be removed with the consent of the Senate and he would continue in office till his successor was confirmed by the Senate, and he, Platt, could control the Senate absolutely. Roosevelt kept his temper, allowing Platt to do the threatening and blustering, and selected a candidate for the position who was a man of character, a Republican and a friend of Platt's, whose position in the party was such as to make it difficult for the Senate to reject him. Platt, in a stormy interview with Roosevelt in New York City, refused to accept the man, saying to Roosevelt that if he insisted, it would be war to the knife, and his (Roosevelt's) destruction and possibly the destruction of the party. Roosevelt replied that he was sorry he could not yield, that if the war came it would have to come, and that he should send to the Senate the name of his chosen candidate on the following morning.
Following closely on the heels of the interview, Roosevelt received a message from Platt's chief agent, asking for an appointment for the evening. Roosevelt named the Union League Club, and the two met there. The agent went over the same ground that Platt had covered, declaring that Platt would never yield, that he was certain to win the fight, that Roosevelt's reputation would be destroyed, and that he wished to save him from such a lamentable smash-up as an ending to his career. Roosevelt repeated his decision, and saying that nothing was to be accomplished by further talk, arose to go away. The agent repeated that it was Roosevelt's last chance, that ruin was ahead of him if he refused it, but that if he accepted everything would be easy. Roosevelt shook his head and answered : '' There is nothing to add to what I have already said." "You know it means your ruin!" said the agent. "Well, we will see about that," answered Roosevelt. "You understand," continued the agent, "the fight will begin tomorrow and will be carried to the bitter end." "Yes," replied Roosevelt, as he reached the door, adding "Good night" as he opened it. Before he could pass out, the agent exclaimed: "Hold on! We accept. Send in Blank's name. The Senator is very sorry, but he will make no further opposition."
The name of Roosevelt's candidate was sent to the Senate and confirmation followed. Platt's own account of the incident, as given in his 'Autobiography,' shows that after the struggle was over he was able to take a humorous view of it. Speaking of Roosevelt's "whirlwind fashion of cleaning house" at Albany, he says:
"He threw Superintendent of Insurance Louis F. Payn out of his job so quickly as to send that official to me with a cry: ' I warned you that fellow would soon have you dangling at his chariot wheel. You would not believe me. He has begun by scalping members of your ' Old Guard.' He '11 get you, too, soon.'
"Roosevelt told me that he proposed to remove Lou Payn. I protested, but he was removed, and I was consulted about the appointment of his successor."
While Roosevelt's private struggle with Platt was in progress the Independent leaders and newspapers were demanding that he must make open war on the boss as the only way of political and moral salvation for himself. At the very moment of his triumph he received on January 24, 1900, from the Rev. Dr. Parkhurst a telegram, which was also given to the press, which ran as follows:
"If you distinctly, uncompromisingly and frankly throw down the gauntlet to T. C. Platt the whole State will stand by you. Choose ye this day whom ye will serve."
Just what would have been the result if the Governor had followed this advice, proffered in the unruffled serenity and assurance of absolute ignorance of actual conditions, was explained by Roosevelt in a letter which he wrote several months later, on June 11, 1900, to Henry L. Nelson:
"I needed 26 votes. By canvass I found that I would have two Democratic votes for me and 21 against me, and that I should lose in any event two Republican votes whom Payn could control without any reference to Platt or the organization. This left me a leeway of just one vote, and it is of course unnecessary to say that in any mere fight between Platt and myself he could have controlled several, votes, no matter how strong I made the issue. On the other hand, I had succeeded in making the case so strongly that as long as I resolutely declined to mix it in any way with a factional fight in the Republican party and simply took the ground that I would support any thoroughly upright and competent man against Payn, I was in a position of impregnable strength and could win out. What conceivable object or purpose even the brain of Dr. Parkhurst could see in my, at such a time, wholly changing the issue and securing the irrevocable retention of Payn by a denunciation of Platt, who had just assented to my proposition to take the man I had first suggested, it is impossible for me to imagine."
This incident is of value as an illustration of the persistent inability or unwillingness of the professional Independents to discover any merit in Roosevelt's method of fighting evil men and evil practises in his own party. They could not fail to see that he was accomplishing results, but because he was accomplishing them in his own way rather than in the way that they told him he should adopt, they saw no virtue in him. Like Dr. Parkhurst, they were constantly declaring when a crisis arose between him and evil powers in his party, that he was "at the parting of the ways," and that if he did not select their way he would enter on the broad road that led to destruction. He invariably chose his own way, but in spite of the fact that destruction never followed, the prediction of ruin was repeated with undiminished confidence whenever a new "parting" was discerned.
This method of treatment continued with unvaried persistency after he became President, greatly to his amusement. After a particularly enjoyable instance of it in 1902 he wrote to me on April 23 of that year:
"One delightful feature about the editorials in the Evening Post on this perpetual 'parting of the ways' is that each time there is an unconscious assumption that they must have been mistaken the time before; for I have always gone down what they consider the wrong road, yet on each occasion they speak as if I had hitherto been doing right, but was now about to commit a criminal blunder!"
A concise and comprehensive statement of his course iri regard to Senator Platt during the period of his Governorship was made by Roosevelt in a letter to the Rev. Dr. T. E. Slicer on June 29, 1900:
"I have never done and shall never do one thing I ought not to do at the request of Senator Platt, and the whole success of my administration has been due, as much as to any other one cause, to the fact that I have been able to work with the organization. It was because of this fact, coupled, of course, with the fact that I intended resolutely without wavering to have my own way on questions of deep principle, that I have been able to carry my point as regards every important matter."
Writing again to his friend, James 0. Carter of New York City, on March 19, 1900, he gave a general statement of his tribulations with reformers, enclosing a striking quotation from Macaulay:
"The other day I came across something in Macaulay about Scotland in 1690, which runs as follows:
" 'It is a remarkable circumstance that the same country should have produced in the same age the most wonderful specimens of both extremes of human nature. Even in things indifferent the Scotch Puritan would hear of no compromise ; and he was but too ready to consider all who recommended prudence and charity as traitors to the cause of truth. On the other hand the Scotchmen of that generation who made a figure in Parliament were the most dishonest and unblushing time servers that the world has ever seen. Perhaps it is natural that the most callous and impudent vice should be found in the near neighborhood of unreasonable and impracticable virtue. Where enthusiasts are ready to destroy or be destroyed for trifles magnified into importance by a squeamish conscience, it is not strange that the very name of conscience should become a byword of contempt to cool and shrewd men of business.'
"It seems to me that this paragraph portrays pretty well the conditions which make self-government so difficult in New York City. On the one hand we have the sodden masses of poor, ignorant and sometimes vicious people who are the ready-made tools for Tammany or any other machine. On the other, we have good men, or at least well-meaning men, who have permitted the practical capacity for self-government to atrophy. In Scotland in the last quarter of the 17th century, the existence of the unreasonable Puritan did not tend to make public life better, but, for the reasons given by Macaulay, to make it worse; and it was not until he lost some of the very qualities of which I complain in many reformers to-day, that he became a practical force for righteousness. Heaven knows I appreciate the need of disinterestedness, of public spirit, of all that we associate with the name of reform; and it is because I do appreciate the need that I hate to see men in New York who ought to be forces on the right side, not only decline to go with decent men who are striving practicably for decency, but by their course alienate shrewd and sensible men from all reform movements."
During his second year he gave careful consideration to a bill, which had been introduced in the Legislature which aimed to limit the aggregate of insurance that any company could assume. After a thorough study of the subject he reached the conclusion that whatever evils might exist in the insurance business they were not due to the volume of it but to the methods employed in obtaining it. He reached the conclusion then, which he adhered to without variation or modification afterwards in all his efforts to regulate and control big business, that the line should not be drawn on size but on conduct. He declined to favor the pending bill. Several years later, during the Governorship of Mr. Hughes, a bill of the same nature was made law but it worked so badly that Governor Hughes himself signed its repeal near the end of his second term. 


